
AP Biology Summer Assignment 
Welcome to AP Biology! I’m so excited to have you in my class for the opening year at Seckinger! This is 

a rigorous college level course that will prepare you to be successful in any introductory college biology course 
and on the AP Biology exam. First and foremost, I want you to remember your interest in Biology. Maybe why 
you signed up for this class is because you love to study living things. Part of your summer assignment is to get 
outside and study living things! Another important part of the AP Biology course is to know how to study and 
how to take notes. This is the other part of your summer assignment. 

Part I: Get Outside Assignment:  

These are due the first day of school. These must be typed up and printed out. You should complete at least one. You 
may do up to two additional options for 5 points extra credit. 

1. Go out into your backyard/neighborhood. Take pictures of 5 different organisms and identify them – both their 
common name and scientific name. Are they native species? What is their role in the local ecosystem? What 
would happen to the food web if they were removed? 

2. Go to the lake / pond / river / creek. Take photo evidence of you being at the aquatic ecosystem. Take pictures 
of 5 organisms you saw and tell me about the limiting factors that might affect them, their special adaptations, 
and how they might be affected should the water become polluted. 

3. Go on a nature hike at public or private park. Take photo evidence that you were there. Take pictures of 3 
different plants and any animals you might see. Write about your experience for me. Topics to cover: The biome 
in which you are in and any characteristics, special adaptations you find. Anything interesting you saw? What 
trails did you go on? Could you identify any organisms?  

4. Go to a zoo/botanical garden/aquarium. Attach ticket stub and take a picture of the sign for me showing 
evidence you were there. Take pictures of 5 different animals/plants there and describe the biome in which they 
live in and any special characteristics/adaptations they might have.  

5. Start or document a hobby of yours involving the outdoors, such as gardening, hunting, fishing, flower pressing, 
etc. Include pictures and explanations of this hobby and the skills you have acquired (or still require) to be 
successful/knowledgeable in this hobby. 

6. Going on vacation? Take a journal with you and write down about all the awesome living things you see or take 
pictures. What does your vacation have to do with the field of biology? Be specific (this means you need to be 
detailed in your explanation)!  

7. Go to the tide pools / snorkeling / scuba diving. Take photo evidence of you being at the tide pools. Take 
pictures of 5 organisms you saw and tell me about the limiting factors that might affect them, their special 
adaptations, and in which tidal zone they would be found.  

8. Volunteer at the local animal shelter for 4 hours. Take photo evidence and have the staff member sign off that 
you volunteered. Write me a summary of what you did, what you thought, any of the animals you liked and 
ideas of how you could help animals in other ways.  

9. Be creative…. Is there something else you could do that would count? I tried to think of lots of things but I am 
sure there is more… you can always email me your idea …and I will say yes or no…  

julianna.simmons@gcpsk12.org 

Part II:  
 

Studying for AP Biology will be challenging. Research at least 15 different methods of studying/taking notes 
that could help you study for this course. If you already have successfully used some methods, include those! 
Be very familiar with how to use these methods. Be prepared to teach others about these methods on the first 
day of school and how to be successful with mastering the content. 


